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Using participant-created comics as a research method

Recent years have seen increasing interest in the use of comics and graphic novels as a means to interpret or present research (e.g. Dell’Angelo and DeGenova, 2018; Priego, 2016). However, to date, exploration of the potential of comics as method of participatory knowledge construction has been limited. In addition, the use of comics to engage communities in research, especially adult groups who may be more reluctant to participate via traditional research methods, has received relatively little attention. This article addresses these issues through a discussion of the use of comics creation as the research method adopted in a project working with a group of British-Bangladeshi women living in a town close to Manchester in the UK.

Cartoonist and comics scholar Will Eisner (1990) describes comics as a form of ‘sequential art’. This description highlights two important features of comics in this context: the presence of images (usually together with written text) and the use of these images to convey a narrative. The article therefore starts by considering the use of images as a research method and the use of narrative in social research. The research discussed in this article focuses on the use of comics as a research method with participants who are often excluded from social research, commonly being described as ‘hard to reach’, ‘vulnerable’ (Ellard-Gray et al., 2015) or ‘marginalized’ (Gubrium and Harper, 2013), and who may not share a common language or cultural background with the research team. By describing experiences from this project in relation to the construction of images, the question of participant voice and methods of analysing the comics, the article challenges the primacy often afforded to the research interview and calls for greater openness to alternative methods of voicing participants’ stories that may be better suited to the experiences and needs of such groups.

The limitations of interviewing as a research method

Probably the most commonly-used qualitative research method is the interview, but this can have significant, yet often overlooked, associations for participants. Being asked to take part in an interview may have distressing connotations as, for many participants, their previous experience of ‘interviews’ is likely to be in a context such as benefits review, asylum interview, interviews with social services, or at the least, job interviews – all of which can be worrying occasions. Even for those without such concerns, taking part in an interview is not necessarily a comfortable experience. For example, Slim et al. (2000: 114) argue that the interview situation tends ‘to put unnatural pressure on people to find ready answers and to summarise a variety of complex experiences and intricate knowledge’.
In addition to issues around participant expectations of an interview, there are obvious practical issues when the researcher and participants do not share a first language, including accuracy in translation of both the questions and responses, and the fact that some ideas or phrases may not be easy to directly translate. However, addressing language issues, is not simply a matter of translating the words of interviewees with limited English language skills and 'getting the meaning right' (Wheeler, 2008; Temple, 2013). Standard interview techniques may, for example, be incompatible with communal non-linear norms of communication common in different cultures, as well as failing to appreciate the importance placed on accepted storytelling norms, such as recounting a group history (Briggs, 1986; Slim et al., 2000).

Briggs (1986: 13) describes interviews as ‘dialogic texts that are largely structured by the interviewer’. In an interview, attention is focused on topics introduced by the researcher’s questions and the structure of the interview is usually determined by the linguistic and cultural assumptions of the interviewer, rather than those of the interviewee. As Cicourel (1986: ix) points out, ‘the interview technique invariably imposes one set of communicative norms on the setting while researchers ignore the extent to which a speech community is organised along opposing lines’. This is most obviously an issue when researcher and interviewee come from different cultural backgrounds, as Briggs (1986) discusses in detail. However, even within their own culture, researchers can often ‘ignore the wide range of communicative repertoires that exist’ (Cicourel, 1986: ix)

The use of images as elicitation

In attempts to overcome some of the limitations of interviews described above, some researchers turn to the use of visual elicitation stimuli. Visual elicitation strategies usually involve interviews or focus groups which include the discussion of images. These images might be created by researcher or participants, or gathered from media or archives. While photographs are the most common medium used, visual elicitation can also use diagrams (Crilly et al., 2006), maps (Jung, 2014), timelines (Chen, 2018) and other techniques. Such approaches form part of a wider tradition of using creative methods, including three-dimensional media, such as Lego (Gauntlett & Holzwarth, 2006) or games-making (Whitton, 2018). It has been argued that ‘people think about things differently when making something using their hands – it leads to a deeper and more reflective engagement’ Gauntlett and Holzwarth (2006: 88). Furthermore, it is claimed that the use of visual stimuli ‘may yield contributions from interviewees that are difficult to achieve by verbal exchanges alone’ (Crilly et al, 2006: 341), or ‘evoke different kinds of knowledge from their participants than just talking would do’ (Rose, 2016: 316). For example, Crilly et al. (2006: 342) discuss how
interviewing with diagrams is considered to be particularly useful where ‘cross-cultural language barriers or illiteracy limit the effectiveness of textual and verbal communication’.

While some researchers maintain they, ‘do not consider visual data simply as an add-on to text based analyses’ (Bagnoli, 2009: 567), it is telling that Kearney and Hyle (2004: 380) claim ‘drawings are an important additional source of data’ (italics added). Furthermore, Guillemin (2004: 273) believes that drawing is best used as ‘an adjunct’ to other social research methods and Liebenberg (2018) argues that in images ‘are secondary to and supportive of the narrative’ as researchers rely on some kind of spoken or written work to make the effects of the visual materials evident. There are examples of research where images have been the main focus rather than an adjunct. However, in these instances, images are often drawn in response to specific questions or prompts posed by the researcher. For example, Weber and Mitchell (1996: 17) describe how they invited informants to ‘draw a teacher (any teacher)’ and in research with teenage students, Gauntlett, (2005) instructed participants to asked to draw a star, celebrity or famous person who they would like to be.

**The importance of narrative**

While it is important to consider comics as a visual research method, that is not its only significant feature. Unlike many of the visuals used in the elicitation methods described above, comics do not simply consist of a number of discrete images; sequence or narrative is also an important component in making sense of a comic. Given that many of the most well-known, and well-loved, graphic novels are at least partially autobiographical, for example, *Maus* (Spiegelman, 2003) and *Fun Home* (Bechdel, 2006), it is perhaps surprising that there has not been greater use of comics as a research method to explore various aspects of participants’ life experiences. There are theoretical arguments to explain why comics might be suited to this type of study, for example, Chute (2011: 109) describes the potential power of comics in the narration of traumatic stories where, ‘Comics can express life stories, especially traumatic ones, powerfully because it makes literal the presence of the past by disrupting spatial and temporal conventions to overlay or palimpsest past and present’ and argues, ‘images in comics appear in fragments, just as they do in actual recollection’ (Chute, 2010: 4). Ulanowicz (2011) describes how that comics can, ‘make visible fragments of traumatic experience that formerly have been neglected, repressed, or censored’ and El Refaie (2010: 281) claims that comics is, ‘well suited to the task of conveying subjective time, since many of its formal features follow patterns that reflect the way memory itself works’. However, these principles are based on the textual analysis of published comics; the ways in which such ideas might apply with in a community-based comics creation project have not been widely explored.
Another important factor in relation to this research is that it is often impossible to draw strict boundaries between factual and fictional accounts as memory is always incomplete and retelling involves ‘selection and artful construction’ (El Refaie 2008: 12). Indeed, Adams (2000: 20) describes autobiography as the ‘la frontera: borderland between fiction and nonfiction’, where, as El Refaie (2008: 16) argues, ‘imagination may sometimes provide a more adequate expression of subjective truths than can be achieved by sticking to literal facts’. This relates to the idea, expressed by Chaney (2011: 3), that autobiographies may not be ‘verifiably true’, but they are generally expected to be ‘emotionally truthful to the way they perceive, remember, and make sense of’ an author’s life. This notion of an emotional truth, which challenges ‘the assumption that honesty lies in personal revelation’ (Gilmore, 2001: 24), might be expressed through techniques such as fictionalising, mythologizing and the use of pseudonyms. An important consideration when working with participant-created comics, therefore is to ask whether the author is being truthful in an emotional sense, even when they are not in a verifiable one.

Whilst examples of research adopting imaginative comics creation as a method can be found in the literature, these most commonly relate to the writing up of ethnographic, or auto ethnographic, research by the researcher themselves (e.g. Dragone, 2016; Weaver-Hightower, 2012). In contrast, there is relatively limited use of participant comics creation for research, and examples which do exist mostly focus on their use with children and young people (e.g. Hughes et al., 2011; Moraveji et al, 2007). Creativity therefore often appears to be considered the preserve of the researcher, rather than the participant.

Research carried out by Sally Galman (2009) is one example of a project which did create graphic novels with adult participants, in this case pre-service teachers. In this instance, researcher and participant reviewed a transcript or tape together and participant was then asked to represent the story of their interview visually. However, as Galman (2009: 204) acknowledges, ‘these are not images that the participants most likely would have created in everyday life, but were instead part of the process of reviewing their interview transcripts and retelling their stories’. That is to say, they were images drawn in response to an interview process which, as discussed above, would have been structured by the researcher.

Another example is Michael Green’s (2015) research into the course he teaches on medical graphic narratives to fourth-year medical students. In this course, students critically read and discuss medically-themed comics and create their own original comic depicting a formative experience from medical school. Although the students were provided with writing prompts, and of course were
aware the activity formed part of an assessed course, this appeared to be a more open process giving participants greater freedom to tell the stories they wished to tell.

The Graphic Lives project

The Graphic Lives project set out to explore the potential of comics-creation as a research method. Over a period of five months in spring and summer 2017, this project worked with nine women from Hyde in Greater Manchester, UK to explore their own life stories and the historical narratives of their communities. The women took part in a series of workshops including learning how to take and edit photographs using mini-tablet computers; plotting their stories using pin boards and string; reading published graphic novels on migration and related themes; and discussing extracts from oral history transcripts available in local archives. The group also visited museums and galleries to engage with collections, in particular objects from South Asia. The majority of sessions were jointly-led by a facilitator from [name of university] and a learning support worker/interpreter from [name of charity], with support from guest facilitators, for example, for the museum visits.

Following these preparatory activities, the women then used mini-tablet computers and a simple online tool called Book Creator to create their own comic using photographs, drawings and text in any language. These comics were made available both online and as print versions. The aim of this method of comics creation was to give the women themselves opportunities to construct and tell their own stories, in their own voices and in their own ways. So, whilst some produced drawings that they then scanned and added to their comic; others searched online for stock images; and yet others made copies of their own family photographs and digitally altered them to avoid individuals being easily recognisable. In producing their final comics, most of the women used a combination of these methods. The women’s comics were made available both in print and online.

The following section considers three important aspects of the project: the construction of images; the question of participant voice; and finally, the analysis of participants’ comics.

The construction of images

Researchers have reported mixed reactions to use of drawing with participants. Derry (2002) received generally positive responses to her requests to draw, which were made once interview respondents had developed a level of trust for the researcher. On the other hand, Kearney and Hyle (2004: 377), found that drawing ‘could not be described as a positive factor in getting respondents to participate in the research; if anything the knowledge that they would be asked to draw may have
deterred them from participation’. Other researchers too report that drawing exercises are unpleasant for some participants (e.g. Mannay, 2016; Richardson 2015). One issue may be the fact that drawing (and perhaps even more so, comics illustrations) are associated with children, so adults may feel awkward being asked to draw. Another consideration is lack of confidence; Rose (2016: 317) argues that participants need ‘a lot of reassurance’ that any kind of drawing is acceptable, whereas taking photographs is generally perceived to be easier.

In the Graphic Lives project, we chose to produce digital comics so the women were not put off by a potential lack of confidence in their drawing skills. In practice, the women were considerably more open to the idea of drawing than might have been expected based on reports from other projects. For example, it was telling that, when the women created storyboards for their comics on paper, they spontaneously chose to use images, rather than words, to convey most elements of their narratives. However, providing them with the means to use both their own photographs and stock images, in addition to drawings, gave the women further options.

It is likely that the circumstances under which participants are asked to draw can affect their willingness to do so. For example, Kearney and Hyle (2004) asked individual participants to draw whilst the researcher moved away, but remained in the interview room. It is perhaps not surprising that this may have been a deterrent for participants as they suggest; the atmosphere in the Graphic Lives workshops, where all the women were drawing together, was very different. Having the option to use photographs was also an attempt to overcome the problem of participants drawing ‘what is easy to depict rather than what they might initially imagine’ (Hartel et al., 2017: 435). If they wanted to include something that was difficult to draw, participants could use other types of images rather than being forced to limit their ideas to their level of drawing ability.

An issue to be considered when using participant comics creation is that it is not just the researcher who needs knowledge of visual analysis, ‘participants also need to develop critical awareness of visual representations’ (Gubrium and Harper, 2013: 35). We therefore included sessions within the project that would enable participants to develop their understanding of how comics work. Of course, in a short term project, it is only possible to convey a few basic ideas: the aim was not to make them expert comics creators, but to give the women sufficient skills and understanding of comics to enable them to tell their stories. Looking at published comics also gave some women more confidence in their own drawing skills as they realised that, in a comic, drawings do not have to be highly polished or detailed.

Voice and representation
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As Graphic Lives participants created comics about their own stories, issues around the representation and role of participants are central to this research. However, some of the language used by other projects working with community groups appeared to jar with the ethos of Graphic Lives. For example, Gubrium and Harper (2013: 47) say, ‘...we tell our participants that the research process is beneficial to them because it “gives them a voice”’. The notion of ‘giving voice’ is not one that sits comfortably within Graphic Lives. As Janovicek (2013: 192) points out, ‘Unequal power relationships cannot be addressed if researchers assume that they are the experts who give voice to the marginalised’. The participants involved in Graphic Lives clearly have their own voices and these were strongly in evidence as they developed their stories. The contribution of the project was to ensure they had control of the narrative resources (Couldry, 2010) they needed to build their accounts by helping them to develop new ways to express these stories in their own voices, using words across a number of languages, plus various types of image.

There is often a disparity evident between researchers who are keen to put their names on publications and claim credit for their work, whilst the names and faces of their participants remain hidden. As Clark (2012) comments, it is important to engage with participants ‘as individuals able to enter into ethical dialogue with researchers rather than being represented merely as research subjects in need of protection’. Each woman involved in Graphic Lives was therefore given the option to use her own name in her comic or to invent a pseudonym; before they made a decision we discussed the pros and cons of each option as a group.

All the women included images of themselves (or their imaginary selves) in their comics and most included images of members of their family too. The representation of participants can be problematic in visual research. Pixilation is commonly used to provide anonymity, but this has variable results and is not always appreciated by those being protected, especially given the connections between the use of this technique in the media and ideas of criminality and victimhood (Wiles et al, 2008). In Graphic Lives, participants had a number of options to represent themselves: some drew themselves, while others used stock images of other women. However, the most common method was to use photographs of themselves and their families, but to digitally alter these using artistic filters. This made it less easy to recognise individuals, but unlike pixilation, this approach gave the women themselves control over how their images were represented. Their decisions were not simply based on issues of anonymity; the choice of filter was also a creative decision based on how they wanted their story to look and how they wished to be represented.

**Analysis of participant comics**
Pauwels (2015: 108) refers to an ‘assumption that pictures are self-evident and need no further elaboration, framing or analysis’. However, in the majority of instances, this is far from the case: images may, in fact, not be straightforward to interpret, especially for researchers more used to working with verbal interview data. Perhaps this is why visual methods tend to be used as an adjunct to the more familiar process of interviewing, as described above. In most examples of research using visual methods, ‘the focus is on identifying participants’ own meanings rather than interpreting drawings based on pre-existing theory’ (Bagnoli, 2009: 549). Kearney and Hyle (2004: 377), for example, argue that, ‘to have interpreted the drawings independent of the participants...no matter how capable the source, would likely have resulted in omissions and, perhaps, serious misinterpretations’. However, this approach is based on the assumption that there is a single ‘true’ version of the image to be discovered – and that this can be explained by its creator to the researcher. This emphasis on divining the meaning of images by asking the creator to explain them overlooks a crucial feature of comics: the fact that they can be read – and indeed are intended to be read – in many different ways.

The project team accompanied the women involved in the Graphic Lives project throughout the process of creating their comics and had built up relationships over a number of months. During this time, there had been many informal discussions as the comics were being created, both one-to-one as a group. At times these discussions had provoked strong, even traumatic, emotions. To ask the women to re-live these experiences once more, and particularly to record them, would not be in-keeping with the ethos and ethics of the project. Therefore, whilst discussions that took place during the creation process may inform a reading of the comics, we chose not to formally interview the women and ask them to explain their comics, but instead to analyse the comics as data in their own right.

As the women in the Graphic Lives project could include fictional or semi-fictional elements in their comics, it seemed appropriate that the analysis of their comics should instead be based on methods commonly used for the study of imaginative literary texts. In a literary context, whilst interviews with authors discussing their work may be fascinating, they are rarely used as the main means of analysing a text. As the comics were primarily creative works, it was not appropriate to treat the comics created as ‘an account that can be treated like a case study’ (Whitebrook, 1993: 258) depicting the lives of British-Bangladeshi women. The analysis of the comics was therefore based on an exploration of relationships between the comic, its creator (the participant) and its reader. The comic book reader has been described by McCloud (1994: 68) as the author’s ‘silent accomplice’ and ‘equal partner in crime’, suggesting that comics require a substantial degree of reader participation.
This active participation of the reader, as well as the author, in constructing meaning demonstrates Rosenblatt’s (1994) transactional theory of reading, in which a literary work is conceived not as an object, but as an experience shaped by the reader, guided by clues in the text. Rosenblatt (1994: 25) proposed that a ‘literary work exists in a live circuit set up between reader and text’. As a result, there is no single ‘correct’ or absolute meaning, but rather a series of more or less equally valid alternative interpretations. This relates to the idea of the ‘rhetorical triangle’ which involves examining how meaning is constructed between the arguer (or author), the argument (or text), and the audience (McNicol & Weaver, 2013).

In the case of comics, the active role of the reader is crucial because, as Groensteen (2007: 10) describes, a comic is ‘a story that is full of holes’. As a series of fragmented, static images, comics omit far more information than they include. The panels in a comic can be seen as ‘visual fragments’ (Groensteen, 2007: 10), often separated by empty gutters. Key to the analysis of comics, therefore, is Iser’s (1989) notion of ‘gaps’ in the text, an absence of connections that the reader must fill in order to make sense of the text. According to Iser (1989: 169), ‘The gaps function as a kind of pivot on which the whole text-reader relationship revolves’. In the case of comics, what is omitted, or left in the gutter, can be just as significant as what is included within the panels and it is the reader’s interpretation of these ‘gaps’ which allows them to make sense of a story.

An example is Siddika’s comic (figure 1). This comic is deceptively simple: whilst the language used appears straightforward at first glance, there is much that is omitted or goes unsaid, and it is left to the reader to fill in the gaps in Siddika’s story. For example, she says ‘I have been through many struggles, but I don’t complain because the things I have been through make me stronger’. The image accompanying this text simply shows a digitally altered photograph of Siddika writing or drawing during one of the project workshops. Siddika shared some details the ‘struggles’ she alludes to with members of the group during one of our workshops. However, she did not wish to share these more widely and would certainly not have been comfortable discussing them in a recorded interview. Creating a comic therefore allowed her to express an emotional truth that was important to her and to voice her story, but in a way that she wanted to. The reader is given no explicit clues about what her statement might mean, although given the overarching theme of the comic, it is reasonable to imagine that Siddika’s struggles are connected to relationships within her family. A reader may therefore imagine what these struggles could involve based on their own experiences of relationships or families.
The value of this openness in interpretation has been demonstrated when we have shared the comics with diverse audiences. For example, a reader discussing Juie’s comic felt that the character was someone who felt trapped within her marriage. However, while there are ‘clues’ (Allen, 1998: 33) to suggest this, Juie does not use these words in her comic and based on interactions during the workshops, it feels very unlikely that she would have expressed this sentiment had we interviewed her about her comic. Experiences like this illustrate the value of exploring different interpretations of the comics, not simply those which might be shared by its creator within an interview setting.

Conclusions

The experiences of the Graphic Lives project suggest there is considerable unexplored potential for the use of comics creation as a research method when working with community groups that may be considered ‘hard-to-reach’. Given the theoretical exploration of ways in which comics can communicate traumatic stories, it is perhaps surprising that there has not been greater use of this method already, but lack of confidence on part of researchers is likely to be a consideration. This relates not only to supporting participants in the creation of comics, but also to developing methods of analysis suited to this approach. Understandably, many researchers are likely to feel more confident if visual methods are supported by the more traditional and widely accepted method of interviews – a setting in which they feel more comfortable, even if their participants may not.

Whilst the problems inherent in interviewing as a research method, especially when working across different cultures, are well-known and have been debated for a number of years, the interview is still the predominant method of qualitative research. Even when visual methods are employed in an attempt to overcome some of the limitations of interviewing, in vast majority of cases these simply serve as an adjunct to the interview.

Reactions of participants in the Graphic Lives project suggest that one of the problems reported in relation to visual methods, namely participants being reluctant to draw, may not necessarily be as significant an issue as might be thought, especially in longer term projects where there is an opportunity to develop confidence and trust. Furthermore, by offering alternatives such as the use of photographs and image manipulation, participants are able to choose an option they feel most comfortable with and which they feel offers the best way to voice they own story.

A crucial difference between the comics created for the Graphic Lives project when compared to many other visual methods is that they do not seek or attempt to represent a verifiable truth. The
The project acknowledged and accepted the presence of fictional elements of autobiography and the difficulty in drawing boundaries between fiction and non-fiction. Indeed, this was seen as a strength of the stories as the use of imaginary elements offered participants a way to express emotional truths that they may otherwise have found difficult to convey.

Allowing for multiple readings of participant-created comics, rather than basing analysis on the meaning described by the participant-creators, may be perceived as problematic given what Watson (2011: 406) describes as ‘the inherent tendency of research to impose closure’ and the common expectation that ‘interpretation has to come from the person that made the artefact’ (Gauntlett and Holzwarth, 2006: 89). However, it is important to consider that, whilst interviewing participants could be one way to analyse participant-created comics in certain circumstances, this should not simply be the default. In the Graphic Lives project, it was important to accept that participants had already voiced their story in a certain way - using words and images – during the creative process. The project needed to accept and respect their voices as they had chosen to present them and not expect the participants to transform this into something that was more aligned with what the researcher might want to hear.

The nature of comics as a series of fragmented images that require the active involvement of the reader to make sense of the story means that expecting to discover a single ‘true’ explanation of meaning (usually the participant’s/creator’s explanation) is not possible. In addition to treating participant-created comics as sources of data in their own right, and not as secondary to an interview, it is important that comics are not simply analysed as case studies of particular communities. Rather, as imaginative, creative works, comics highlight the value of allowing for multiple interpretations. Failure to explore different interpretations and choosing to base an analysis solely on the explanations participants are comfortable voicing in an interview may seriously limit the potential understanding that can be gained from participant-created comics. Rather, exploring the relationships between comic, author and reader may lead to new kinds of knowledge about the experiences of communities that are often overlooked by more traditional methods.
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